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FACE VEILING IN THE NETHERLANDS: PUBLIC
DEBATES AND WOMEN'S NARRATIVES
Annelies Moors

ln the course of the last decade, many countries in Europe have
witnessed debates about face veiling and in some cases efforts have
been made to implement local, functional or general bans.' The
Netherlands is a particularly interesting case. Jc was the first country in
Europe where in December 2005 a parliamentary majority voted in
favour of banning face coverings from all public space. Whereas such
strong position against face veiling may have been expected in France,
where in 2004 the wearing of hcadscarves in public schools had already
been prohibited, by contrast, in the Netherlands such a ban was
without any related precedent and all the more unexpected for chac.2
ln chis contribution, l scare with a brief summary chat traces how face
veiling has emerged in the Netherlands as an issue that has evoked
strong anxieties.' Next to the unexpected and rapid emergence of face
veiling as a topic of public debate and policy making, there is also
another clement chat needs to be considered. Those voicing strong
opinions about the undesirability of face veiling in public would often
simultaneously state that chey had no idea who these women were or
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For :m overview, sec Gnllo and Shnh (2012). France irnplcrncntcd ,1 hun on w1:~rtng face
coverings m public on 11 Apnl 2011 and Bclgrum Jid so on 23 July 201 I
There arc considerable ,liCfcrcnc<:;, m how the suue g1wcm, lslum m thc Netherlands arul m
France. Whereas In the Dutch case j!trl, m1: allowed !O wear headscarves In public schools because
11 mar l'C considered ;i rchi:1ous pmcuce, m Fmncc rhcv arc not allowed ro Jo so because
hcndscarves arc seen :1; an o.-tcnmtiou~ rd1g1ous ,1gn (Scott 2007; Bowen 2007).
Moors (2009n) describes anJ unulyscs focc-1•c1l1111? cases 311J debates in the Ncihcrl:m.ls tn
more detail.
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what motivated them co wear a face veil. The main part of chis
contribution then focuses on how the narratives of women who, at the
time, engaged in face veiling, relate to assumptions about face veiling
in public and political debate." After a brief note on the backgrounds
of the women concerned, l turn to two fields of debate chat were the
central focus o( contcsrations between policy makers and face-veiling
women. These were, first, the ways in which Islam was presented in
relation to 'the position of women', and, second, how references to
'subjective feelings' evoked hy face veiling have been employed in
law making.
1. FACE VEILING AND THE CUL TURALIZATION
OF POLITICS
Between 2000 and 2005 the Netherlands witnessed dramatic shifts in
policy making about face veiling, both in terms of the substance and
scope of bans on face veiling and with respect to the motivations for such
legal restrictions. One way to trace such transformations is by analysing
the advisory rulings of the Equal Treatment Commission and the sub,
sequent attempts at policy making ar the national level. 5 The turn of the
millennium functions as a convenient baseline for such an analysis, as it
was in the year 2000 char the Equal T rearment Commission produced its
first ruling about face coverings. In this case, concerning a student
enrolled in a training programme for pharmacy assistants, the
Commission concluded that there was no objective justification for a
prohibition, as wearing a face veil 'leaves sufficient possibilities for
communication' (including non-verbal forms). To this the
Commission added that the school should cake into consideration that
'in a multicultural society as the Netherlands not all groups in society
4

Tlns corunbuuon build, on a Dutch-lnnuuage report (Moors 2009L,) chm was subsuhzcd hy the
Mmimy of Hnu,ms:, Commurunes ,1n,l lntcµmt1<1n. The report was made: publrclv availahlc: a.-, a
parlinmcnt,uy documeru on 4 November 1009 (httr~://:ock.o(lic,dcbckcndmakmiicn.nl/hlg38040.html). ~ll-thnJs uM.,1 weren discours« nnnly51, ot newspaper arucles. ofticml documents
and politica] mlk as well .1., cthnosrapluc lil'IJwork wuh policy maken; .md focc-vcilinJ! women.
Unless rncnuoned orherwrse, all websites menuoncd m rhi, chapter were last accessed on ZO
March 2013.
\ TI1e Equul Trcaunent Com1111,,,on monuored complmnce wuh die Dutch Equal Treatment Act.
which prohibu» discrumnanon lil educnnon and employment on µrounds such ,I!> rcltg,on, sex.
mee ,md political oriemanon. It does ><• h1• re~pomlmµ to compl.urus 111 the format <1( a non·
hmdmJ! rnlm~ that carries consulemblc we11?IH m court cases. On Z October 2012 Ulll,
Conunission became pan of the Netherland» lnsntute (nr Human R,ghr, www.mcn•cnr,'Chtcn.nl.
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show their feelings through facial expression'." Neither the media nor
politicians paid particular attention to chis case and there was no public
or political debate.
Within three years chis had dramatically changed. ln January 2003
face veiling became an issue of incense public debate when three
Mnroccan,Durch students who had started to wear a face veil were
refused entry to a school for vocation training and adult education.'
This time, the Equal Treatment Commission came co a very different
conclusion. It supported the line of argumentation of the school chat its
ruling did not target a particular religion, because it prohibited any type
of face covering and accepted its objective justifications char ic impedes
communication, hinders identification and hence poses a security risk,
and strongly diminishes the girls' chances for internships and future
employrnem.8 Political parties on the right and on the lefr as well as
Muslim associations supported the right of individual schools co include
a ban on face coverings in their regulations.
Whereas at the time no one had indicated that there were moves
afoot co proscribe face coverings in public at rhe national level, a good
two years later, the siruarion was again very different. In December 2005,
when Geert Wilders tabled a resolution 'to prohibit the public use of the
burqa in the Netherlands', a parliamentary majority consisting of right,
wing parties and the Christian Democrats voted in favour of chis rcso9
lucion. The arguments Wilders presented to justify such a ban also
differed substantially from those used in rhc case of the Amsterdam
educational institution in 2003. They included chat the burqa is a
symbol of women's oppression and hence inhumane, that it is unacceptable that people appear in public who cannot be identified, and that it
widens the gap between the native Dutch and others.10 Although a
commission of experts, installed to investigate whether such a law could
be enacted expressed strong doubts, with the possible exception of a
proportional ban on face coverings in the case of a security threat, in
November 2006 the then Minister of Alien Affairs and Integration
'' COB case no. 2C'00-63, www.menscnr~h1cn.nl/publ1canc~oon.lelen/2000-6.3. All translation,
from the Dutch arc the author's.
7
For an nnnl)'m of how face-veiling became media hype, ai paruculnr momenrs, see Moors
&

(2009:t).
CGB ca..'-ê no. 2003-40, www.m<:nsenrcchtcn.nl/puhl,cmtes/ourdclcn/2000-40.

., \Vilders d,d 50 as an mdepcnderu MP. B\' then he had left rhe ngh1-w1ng Liberal PJrt)· (VVD),
because the latter had, in hi, eyes, not t.rkcn ,1,ufticicmly ,1rong si.mee ,tf!:llll;t ncgotmtinns wuh
T urkcy about EU membership.
1
'' Pnrhamcnrnry document TK 29754, no. 41.
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expressed her intention to implement a general ban as soon as possible. 11
These actions of politicians in 2005 and 2006 drew tremendous
media attention and made face veiling a main topic of public and
political debate.
Huw .. lid rueû- veilîng, a practice that only a few hundred women
engaged in and a non-issue at the turn of the millennium, türn into
such 'll major nurional conccm! To better understand this rapid
change, a longer-term perspective is called for. Attempts to ban the
face veil are pare of an ongoing process of the, culjuralizauon of
politics. Next to the long-standing European history of distrust of
Islam, two trends that occurred almost simultaneously in the course
of the 1980s need to be mentioned briefly. Whereas by then it had
become evident chat the 'guest workers' of the 1960s had come co stay,
family reunification coincided with economic restructuring, and a
rapid increase in unemployment especially in those sectors in which
migrants had been employed. Hence, their presence was no longer
seen as a solution to labour shortages but had become a societal
problem. At roughly the same time, Islamic revivalist movements
had emerged on a global scale - as evident in the Islamic Revolution
in Iran in 1979 - and Islam was becoming a more important societal
force. As a result, pose-migrants from Muslim-majority countries such as
Turkey and Morocco were increasingly addressed as Muslims, with some
also self-defining as such. Such a religious identification was deemed
particularly problematic in the Netherlands, because of its late bur
very rapid process of deconfessional izarion uf the 1960s. The public
presence of Islam signified for some a return co the ancienr regime of-a
pillarizc..l ocicty 1hcy folr chey or their parents had freed themselves
from (Van der Veer 2006). 12
An effect of these two trends - migrants considered as a problem and
increasingly defined as Muslims - was that Islam came to be seen as the
root cause of a wide range of societal problems. In the course of the 1990s
some mainstream politicians in the Netherlands had already started co

publicly speak about Islam as incompatible with European values. 13
Moreover, it was by the end of the twentieth century chat a populist,
neo-nationalist anti-Islam movement started co gain ground, arguing
chat the way of life of the majority population was under threat of
[slamization. lts protagonists, distancing themselves from the Ducch
consensual form of governance and from what they called multicultural
political correctness, introduced a far more confrontational political
style, through which they claimed to express the emotions and sentiments of 'ordinary autochthonous (native Dutch) people'. Pim Fortuyn
was an early exponent of this trend, whose popularity skyrocketed after
the 9/11 terror attacks that were the starting point of the global
'war on terror'. 14 His murder in May 2002 by an animal rights activist
a few days before the national elections, and the enormous election
victory of the List Pim Fortuyn, caused a political landslide. In the
years to come, mainstream political parties also increasingly cook up
an anti-Islam stance.
Simultaneously, the first years of the twenty-first century also marked
a major turn in Dutch security discourse and policy making. Ic is crue
chat already in the 1990s the Netherlands had srarced to witness a
gradual securitization of society with a shift from objective measures
cowards subjective feelings of security (De Graaf 2011; Cesari 2009),
whereas with the fall of the Berlin Wall Islam had already replaced
communism as a major global threat in the eyes of the Western powers.
Sci Il, it was the terrorise attacks of 9/l I that placed security issues on cop
of the political agenda, foregrounding the threat of Islam. After the
murder of Theo van Gogh in November 2004 by a Moroccan-Dutch
young man who claimed to have done so on religious grounds, and
ocher major terrorise incidents in Europe, a host of anti-terrorist measures were very rapidly enacted. It was no coincidence that Geert Wilders
made his first statement in Parliament about a general ban on face
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11,c comnussion of experts concluded that a general or specuic prohrbmon on the burqa would
be discnminmory, thm a g~11er11! prohihuion on all face covcnngs could not be jusufied on
objective grounds, as there were already sufhcient opnons to torbrd face covenngs m particular
senmus and circumstances. It added rhar a prohibruon 1111,::ht also have the effect of sugmatbmg
Muslims and polaricirur the relnnons bet wet.'n Muslims and non-Muslims (Vermeulen 2006).
I! 'Pillanzarion' refers to the scgregauon of society along confcssionnl and idcologrcal Imes ('pil-

lars'), wuh the elites from each pillar cooperating in poliucal adnurusrrnuon [Luphnn 1968).

A major rurmng pomt was Fnts Bolkesrcm's speech at the Liberal lmcrnnuonnl III Lu:em m
1991. m which he asserted the mcompntlbiluv of Islam and W.:-Stcm, liberal values (NRC, 21
September 1991), another was Paul Schcffcr's arncle 'The multicultural drama' in which this
pronuneru Labour Party ideologue considers Islam al> the mam reason for the failure of the
uucgrauon of rmnonues (NRC, 29 January 2000).
14 Pim Fortuyn had nlrcadr pubhshed Im Trgen de /slnmiscring mn onze same11Je!'i11g ('Agaimt the
lslnrneauon of our society') in 1997. Half a decade after h1, murder, two members of the rightwmg Liberal p.ucy each staned their own political movement. G ...en \X/1IJer:, csrabhshed hi,
P,iny for Freedom m February 2006 and Rita Verdenk her movement Proud of the Netherlands
m October 2007.
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veiling during a debate on the radicalization of Muslims. 15 In ocher
words, the rapid escalation of an anti face-veiling discourse and the
sweeping attempts to ban these, need to be seen in a context chat
had become increasingly Muslim unfriendly, with the relations between
Muslims and non-Muslims strongly polarized and increasingly framed by
the securitizatiou of Islam.
Still, ic would rake another seven years before a law to ban face
coverings from all public space was ready to be presented in
Parliament. In early 2007 new eleeuons had brought a centre-left
coalition cabinet to power. This coalition government did not support
the idea of a general ban, but instead worked cowards a number of
funcrional b:1111s (in education, health, public transport and for civil
servants) using as its main argument the need for open communication
to maintain the rule of law. The face chat also chis centre-left cabinet
persisted in implementing multiple functional bans at the national level
(rather than leaving it up to the authorities concerned) points co the
impact of the rapid'J growing anti-Islam neo-nationalise parties on
mainstream politics. 1 At the same time, chis continued preoccupation
with face veiling also needs to be located in the broader onrcxt af shifts
in Dueih iJ6ndcy-mnking. In the course of the last decade, Durch policy
makers on the right and on the left have increasingly agreed on the face
that pose-migrants will only integrate if the Dutch national identity is
more finnly established. The net result is that public discourse and
national policy making have become more explicitly assimilationist,
placing increasingly high demands on Muslims in particular~ co prove
their belonging to the nation and their loyalty co the state. 1' When a
new- cenrre-rigln minority government carne re power in 20 I 0, after
concluding an agreement of support with Geert Wilders's Parry for
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Parlnunenrarv Jocumcnt TK 29î54, no. 41, 19 October 2005. Ac the rime, face veils were n01
yet a topic of public debate. When in September 2005 WilJer.. suued man mtcrvtcw thm he was
pbnnmg ro table his resoluuon, the reporter added, 'Unul now there has not heen a discussion
about face-veils on the meet, (De Tdegmaf, 10 September 2005).
16
\VilJcr..'s Parry for Freedom was one of the mam winners of the 2007 elecnons, while Rita
Verdenk had started Proud or the Netherland, m October 2007 and rapidly gamed a large
followmg. Polls held in Apnl 2008 mdicated that ,f there haJ been elections then her party
would have been one of the largest rn Parhamcm. De Volksl.wnc (5 Apnl 2008) surnmanzed her
parry programme wuh a hcadlmc over the full width of the front page as 'The death penalty, the
b11r11a, and more highways'. For the rum to nco-nauonnhsm m Europe, see Gmgnch (2006).
17 Ctu:,,,n,hip-w:1,:11iê:te.i:,mi:lr.Jdm-,ct~n-t<1J'1tb..,.,I shared values rather than wuh respect to legal
ri1ih1S .11,J obl~uons. for the cultumli::uion of ciuzcnship in the Netherlands, sec, for instance,
Gesclucre (2009); Verkaaik (2010).
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freedom (at the time the third largest political party), a general ban on
face coverings was again included in the coalition agreement.
This cabinet's 2011 Memorandum of integration officially declared the
18
ëöû:::uL.Dut.c:h mulriëultuml.._,111.:i~cy. It considered Dutch society as a
community of citizens with a shared language, values and beliefs, that is
grounded in a fundamental continuity-of value , belief, institutions and
h~1bia;, which shape 'the leading culture', and co which chose who settle
in the Neth~rkmds need co adapt. Face veiling is considered a cause
of discomfort and hence an issue where the legislature needs to act
normatively. In spite of strongly negative advice from the Council of
Seate, by February 2012 rhe cabinet agreed on a ban on face coverings
in all public space to scare on 1 January 2013.19 However, new elections
brought a nêw coalition government ro power, that includes the
social democrats who previously had expressed a preference for functional bans. Instead of a general ban, the latest coalition agreement
includes a more extensive version of such functional bans.20
2. A NOTE ON THE WOMEN CONCERNED: NUMBERS
AND CHARACTERISTICS
When policy makers and chose participating in public debate turned their
attention to the women wearing a face veil, their first concem was the
number of women concemed. References were often made co numbers that
were already circulating, which generally ranged from 50-100 to
200-400.21 On the basis of my extensive search for face-veiling women, ic
is indeed likely that at the time the range was somewhere between L00-400.
This may seem a wide margin of error, but it is well worth realizing chat even
if the number were 500, chis still means chat on average only 3 in 100,000
1
~
1
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For a cnuque of the idea of n 'singular. coherent and consrsteru D111ch rnuluculturnl model',
sec Duvvendnk and Scholten (2012: 277).
The dr.1ft law enrails a general prohrbiuon on focc coverings. parhumcntarv document TK 33165
no. 2 (3 Fehrunry 2012); the advice of rhe Co1111c1I of State (dated 28 November 201 I) and the
rcacuon or the cabinet arc available as TK 33 I 65 nr 4.
Bans are proposed ,n the fields of educauon, health care and public rransportauon, as well rui 111
access to govcrnmcm buddings. Those wearing face coverings arc also obliged co show the face
for rdennficnrton purpose, and arc excluded from welfare payment-, (sec coalition agreement, 29
October 2012, W\\'W.rijksoverhc1d.nl/documcnren-1:n-p11hlicnnes/mpponcn/2012/10/29/rcgecr
ukkoonl.htrnl).
The esumate of 50-100 1s 111entio111:J m the Vermeulen (2006) report, rhe esumate of 20()....400
1s rnenuoned m an arucle hy Snnura Dahn ( who wears a fact: veil herself) and her husband
Suhayh Salam (a well-known salnfi preacher). dared 15 December 2006 (www.n1qaab.org,
downloaded 15 January 2009).
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inhabitants of the Netherlands wear ;1 face veil. Moreover, ic is likely that
the difference between the lower and higher estimate depends on how
the category of face-veiling women is delineated. Individual women wear
face veils with different levels of consistency. Whereas they generally
acknowledge the rule chat a woman needs m wear a face veil if in the
company of non-rnahram men, only ~, small number is willing or able to
follow this rule consistently; many more recognize char they do not
always do so. Some wear a face veil most of the time, but allow for
exceptions, such as, for instance, when they visit their parents, or when
their school or employer prohibits face veiling. Ochers only wear a face
veil ar particular occasions, such as when they visit the mosque. The
lower estimate would then only include chose who wear it fairly
consistently, whereas the higher also includes the pare-timers. 22
ln debates about face veiling, time and again politicians made a host of
statements about the women concerned, yet also recognized, sometimes in
the very same sentence, that they did not know who these women were. ln
general, they tended to assume char face-veiling women were recent
migrants from disadvantaged backgrounds, unable to speak Dutch and
poorly educated. On the basis of my research, it is evident that many faceveiling women did not fit this picture. It is, of course, impossible to claim
char such vulnerable migrants were absent among face-veiling women.
Neither is it possible to draw a representative sample, as the total population
of face-veiling women is unknown. 23 However, because of the relatively
large number of women I was able to trace, both off-line and on-line, it is
evident char many oi them had a very different background.
The large majority of the women I talked with had either converted to
Islam ('new Muslims') or were Moroccan-Dutch women who had largely
been raised and educated in the Netherlands. In addition to white,
ethnically Durch women, the category of the converts also included
women whose parents had come from Suriname, the Caribbean, Latin
i: Moreover, for many women we.mna :1 face veal b ,, paruculnr phusc in their rehcrous life cycle.
Some only Jo 11 tor a very bnet period, 'lor tun' or iu ll)' 11 out, and do not conunue, Others move
more com1,1<:mly rewards mcr~i.,mgly covered style, ,1( dress. with a face veil a, the lust 11cm
.1JJ~. Some may at a cen:1111 momenr !IJ?.\111 move a11",IY from fully covcnng.
11
Instead, I lL'>t,I ;a moJ11t,..J snowball ~1111plc. with the lim women uuerviewed refernng me ro
ethers in their off-line and on-line nel works. Thu, also );J\'C me ,, sense 11( whether anJ how they
were connected co each other. Aware of the nsk that the women mrcrviewed would be a
paniculnr subcategorv of the rotul populauon, I med to speak with as broad :i range of women
..1., possible. working wuh my personal and pr,,(..-s:.ionill network. but also appr,1aching them
<larcctly on-line. I hod extensive conversanons wuh over rwcnrv women. In manv cases, w-, also
hnd coru.ict 1hrou11h email, ,m<l l \\'a, able tu follow ,nm<:,,( rhem on-hne.

America or South-East Asia. This fits well with the results of ocher
research projects, wirh the information face-veiling women themselves
presented co me, and with the information I gathered on-ltnc.i" Ic is
crue that references were also made to Egyptian, Somali, Turkish,
Tunisian, Pak istani and Afghan women wearing a face veil, but in
comparison to the converts and rhe Moroccan-Dutch women, their
number was very small. Occasionally someone would refer co a
new migrant wearing a face veil, but they were few and far between.
It is far more common for women who wore a face veil in their country
of origin, such as, for instance, Yemen, co cake ic off when travelling
co Europe (Moors 2007). Whereas they often would wear a face veil
back home because chis was common practice in their social circle,
doing so in the Netherlands had the very opposite effect of
drawing a host of unwanted attention and making one stand out in
the crowd.
As the face-veiling women l talked with had mostly grown up in the
Netherlands, their knowledge of Dutch was not an issue. Their level of
education varied widely, about one-third had university-level education, about one-quarter had no more than the lowest level of vocational
training, and the remainder fitted somewhere in between. Their current
or, more often, earlier fields of employment similarly varied from
unskilled work in agriculture and production or services such as cleaning
and call-centre work, co various forms of administrative work, and
professional employment as legal clerks or educational trainers. They
varied in age from l 7 to 40, with about half between 21 and 30, about
one-third under 21 and a few above 30. Halfof them were married at the
rime of research, one-quarter was single and one-quarter divorced; a
little over half of them were responsible for young children. Most of
them were from a working-class or lower middle-class background, a few
had Moroccan-Dutch fathers who were self-employed, and a few converts were from an upper middle-class background. Most of the new
Muslims had parents who had grown up in a Christian or Jewish
environment but were no longer actively practising their religion.
Mose born Muslims referred to their parents as 'cultural Muslims',
whose religiosity was, in their eyes, far more structured through the
4
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Fnkhrumssa (2005a) tlad a small palm project as junior follow ar ISIM (lntcmauonal lnsurure for
the Study of islam lil the Modem WorlJ). Mn,1 of rhe women 5\w talked wuh were also erthcr
Dutch converts m Moroccan-Dutch women. Vroon-Najern's ongl>inJ! work on women converts
uuhcates thnr next to whuc, erhmcally Dutch women, there 1s a consrderuhle group of postcolonial and other nugrnms present amnn~ converts.
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culture of their counrry of origin than hy knowledge of the foundational
texts. The women often lived in migrant neighbourhoods, not only in
the large cities of Amsterdam, Rotterdam and The Hague, but also in
smaller towns in the middle and the south of the country. All in all,
these women can hardly be considered as a specific social category.
There was, however, one element they had in common. To them
wearing a face veil was pare and parcel of their commitment co become
a better Muslim.
3. ISLAM AND WOMEN'S SUBORDINATION
Before elaborating on how the women concerned consider face veiling
as part of their religious project, [ first analyse how Islam figures in public
debates and policy making. In the 2003 Amsterdam case those arguing
in favour of a ban on school premises were very careful not co make
any references co religion. Rather than using face veil or a specifically
Islamic term, such as niqab or burqa, chey opted for the neutral term 'face
coverings', a term that also includes secular practices, such as the use of
visor helmets. Also their lines of argumentation, referring co face
coverings as an obstacle co communication and a security risk, purposely
did not couch upon religion. Such a neutral language of a ban on
face coverings was used, because otherwise it would infringe on the
constitutional right of freedom of religion. 25
This reluctance to link face coverings co Islam in official texts came co
an abrupt end when Geert Wilders tabled his resolution in 2005, and
explicitly referred to the burqa and the niqab rather than co face
coverings in general. Moreover, Muslim women's oppression was a
central argument he provided for a ban. In his 2007 proposal for a law,
he elaborated further on this, stating chat he considered the burqa as
'an expression of the rejection of essential Western values, including the
equal icy of men and women', as 'a symbol of the oppression of women,
irrespective whether the burqa or the niqab is worn by force or by
choice', and as 'an obstacle for the emancipation and integration of
women in Dutch society.' ln his view, then, 'a prohibition of the hurqa
15

If the school had u;c,I n term ref..'rnni.: ro the lslanuc lace verl, tr would he n case o( d,rw
discnmmuuon on the h:1m ,1f rehgion, for which 1111 jusuticutiun ,~ allowed. h ,~ mie that when
the secular term lace covenngs l< used, 1 hts m:11• suil be consulerc.I imlir~c, discnrninarion ,,n the
l,a-"~ of relunon, a, Il drsproporuonmclv affects those who adhere w a parncular rchgious
conviction. lruhrect discnminauon. however, fä .rllowed if nn 'objecuvc jusuhcnnon' makes
such a rultnl? necessary.
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adv,inces the emancipation and autonomy of Muslim women', and can
pur an end co the 'social pressure' that their social environment may
ex err on chem. -'6
Emphasizing the link between the proposed ban and Muslim women's
subordination, Wilders made explicit what were, in Iaci, commonly held
assumptions about face veiling. le is evident that face coverings had been
turned into a political issue because Muslim women were involved, as it
is chis link between ace and actor that turns covering the face into a
sign of gender inequality. And it was not only Geert Wildcrs who
linked the face veil to women's subordination. ln its 2008 letter co
Parliament, in which ic proposed functional bans, rhe cabinet seated
char face coverings arc 'often considered as woman-unfriendly and co
many these arc a symbol of a fundamentalist Islam that does not suit
Dutch sociery'.27 The Explanatory Memorandum to the Draft Law of
2012, prohibiting face coverings in all public space, further elaborates
on the relation between face coverings, [slam, and women's subordination. Ir briefly mentions chat 'certain orthodox trends', 'a small minority
in Islam', may consider covering the face as a religious requirement
28
(2012: 5). It then claims that a ban is nonetheless legitimate because
it protects an important clement of public order, the equivalence of men
and women. The fact that women (and not men) need co conceal
themselves is seen as an expression of a non-equivalent position in
public life, as 'in our society covering the face is a symbol of women's
subordination to men'. Moreover, covering the face would hinder
women's participation in society and is an obstacle for women to exert
their social and economic human rights on an equal footing with men.
In addition, as the memorandum stated, a prohibition will also protect
those women who may cover their faces because of physical or social
.
.
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pressure from tIterr environment. -

:,, Pnrliamcru.irv .locumeru TK 200î/OS 31 108 ( I 1 July 2007 ), Thc<c arg11111en1, an, smu lar 10
those used ,n Fm nee in 2004 10 prohibu hc,idscorv..-, ,n public schnob {Asad 2006: Bowen 2C'Oi:
208ff.). Wtldcr., prcscmed h1, dmft luw a:. lw consulered the funcuonal hans the cabincr MIS
plan,uni: to propose as too l1mi1,"1.I.
" Parhamemary documeru TK 200i/08 31 ZOO VII. no. 48, 8 Februar, 2008.
!n In ,tn e.rrhcr publ« suuement, Mnusrcr Donner had .i1J:11t-.l thnr he considered face veiling 11, a
cultural or regional srvle o( dress, rather than one rcl111,.J 10 lslarn, 11rr,11·cnd)' following the
French Pn:,1dc111 Sarkozv who ,n his speech to Parluuncru m 2C09. 5rn1ed that the burqn is 'not a
,i~n uf religion. 111, ,1 :,il!n ,,( subservience'. A, such, J1rcc1 &1a1c uuerfcrcnce ,n the substance ofo
religion i:ocs, however, .1gmn,1 the gram of Dutch seculansm (sci: Moors 201 la); 1h1, lme nt
.irb'lllllcnt,111on wus qiuckly nb.indoned.
11
' Pnrlmmenrary documcm TK 33165 no. 3, 6 Februnrv 2012.
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In short, two interrelated moves arc evident in the ways in which
Islam and gender arc ar stake in public and political debate. The first
attempts to ban face veiling ( the 2003 Amsterdam school) purposely left
Islam out of the equation and no references were made to women's
subjugation. Within a few years char had changed. Islam was explicitly
targeted and face veiling had turned into a symbol, sign or cool for
women's subjugation. In the years co come such references co Islam
have remained there co stay. Ic is evident char whereas che 2012 Draft
Law used che secular term face coverings, ic has incorporated many of the
arguments Wilders had presented earlier against wearing 'the Islamic
burqa and niqab'.
In the narratives of the women themselves, in contrast, religion is
noc only central stage but also linked co highly positive connotations.
As the women themselves explained, ic is crue chat young girls sometimes put on the face veil 'for fun' and to try our its effects, but if chat
is their only motivation, they also quickly give it up again. For those
who wear a face veil with some level of consistency, Islam is a
strong motivation force. Whereas their narratives differed in terms of
their specific sartorial practices and the speed with which they had
changed their public appearance, chcy all used a strongly religious
discourse ro explain how the)' had moved towards Longer, looser
and more covering styles of dress, with the face veil as 'the last seep'
or 'something ex era'.
Discussing the relation between Islam and dress, the women themselves consider wearing covered styles of dress, including a face veil, not
so much an expression of an Islamic identity (although it may be that
too), but first and foremost as a recommended or obligatory religious
practice. To them such sartorial changes were pare of a longer-term
process in which piety becomes increasingly central in their lives.
Moreover, raking up face veiling could not simply be reduced to the
desire to conceal one's body from the gaze of men. The women underlined that to them wearing a face veil is above all an ace of worship and
a means to express their love for God. 'It is a way to gee closer to God, it is
a way co experience again the incense feeling of being in love with
Islam', explained one of the Durch converts. 'At some moment I wanted
to Jo more, something extra, to experience again that incense feeling of
being in love with Islam. I thought l would ger that again with a face
veil.' Wearing a face veil had a strong positive effect on them. Some used
a highly spiritual language to describe this, using terms such as experiencing a sense of 'floating ch rough the air'. or referring co 'experiencing a
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feeling of inner peace'. Ochers would point to how wearing a face veil
made chem feel good, 'I felt really, wow, this is it. l felt strong.' The latter
may also refer co having been able to overcome many obstacles. At
the same rime, they also explained how they experienced face veiling as
a self-disciplinary practice, as a means co produce particular feelings and
sensations anJ co shape their actions. As a Moroccan-Durch woman
said, 'when you wear a face veil you are nm only more ar peace with
yourself, more quiet, but you also ace char way'. After all, 'if you wear
a niqab you should not hang around and talk loudly, char docs nor
go together with wearing a face veil, even if there are some sisters
10
who do so'.
Talking about their move cowards face veiling, the women strongly
distanced themselves from any suggestion of physical or social pressure.
Instead they framed their motivations in terms of affective experiences
as well as with reference to the importance of acquiring Islamic knowledge. Some women stated chat chey had started co cover and then co
wear the face veil because of an intensely felt need co do so, that they
could not explain, 'that is why ic is called belief, not knowledge'. For
others ic was through learning about Islam that they understood that
they needed to change their styles of dress. As one of them said, 'l always
said, it is important chat religion is in the heart. Now I know char what is
in the heart is also reflected in your appearance. le starts with che heart,
but if the interior is fully committed co religion, then your appearance
will follow suit.' Whereas some appreciated a literalist interpretation of
the central texts and followed the opinions of salaf religious scholars,
they all agreed chat, because there is a difference of opinion among
Islamic scholars whether wearing a face veil is obligatory or not, they
had to use their own judgement about chis issue and to evaluate the
evidence themselves. Y cc, as many said, 'even if ic is noc obligatory, it is a
good deed'. Moreover, it is because many consider it as recommended
rather than obligatory, chat they experience face veiling as 'doing
something extra'.
Many - nor only the new Muslims but also the bom Muslims highlighted that they had gone through a 'process of conversion' in
order co find true Islam. They pointed out that it was crucially important
that in order for face veiling ro work as an act of worship, one needed co
wear it with a pure intention. In the words of one of chem, 'Everything
you do, needs to be based on a pure intention, chat means that you only
'-' Compare Mahmood (2005) for women in the piety movement m Egypt.
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do ic for Allah and not, for instance, because of social pressure or because
ic is a trend.' Such an emphasis on the importance of acting with the
right intention and on rhe basis of religious conviction tallies wirh the
liberal discourse of wearing a face veil as a conscious choice, and stands
in stark contrast with the portrayal of face-veiling women as doing so
because of pressure from their environment. ln face, their narratives rime
and again highlight how their families as well as their husbands cry to
convince chem not co cover their face, sometimes because they fear for
their safety. The women themselves find chis often hard to deal with
because they consider having a good relation with (and some would say
being obedient co) one's parents and husband as important Islamic
virtues. Still one's obedience co God is more important. In order to
reconcile their desire co wear a face veil as a form of worship with
the reluctance of their kin and husbands, they develop a wide range of
in-between forms. Some simply do not wear the face veil if they visie
their parents. As a Dutch convert said, 'Ic was already difficult enough
for them that I had become Muslim, ir really would have been too
much if l showed up wearing a face veil'. Or they adapted their sryles
of dress in another way. 'You will never see a Dutch Muslirna wearing
black when she visits her parents, we all wear lighter colours then.'
Ac the same time, they also complicate notions of freedom and
emancipation when they point co the double standards that prevail in
secular arguments about face veils as a sign or mechanism of women's
oppression. Wherea the 20 l 2 Explanatory Memorandum states char
face veiling hinders women's exertion of their social and economic
human rights and their participation in society, the women concerned
arc of the opinion that, on chc contrary, prohibiting face veiling is nor
only an infringement of their freedom of religion, but also of their right
as women to choose how w appear in the public. When discussing policy
makers' argument chat a ban would support women who are forced to
wear a face veil, they do nor only argue that forcing a woman to cover
would nor have any religious merit, but they join other participants in
the debate who argue that such a ban would only marginalize these
women further, excluding chem from access to education, health care,
public transport or, in the case of a general ban, all public space.
Moreover, they consider themselves as active participants in society. It
is true that for many of them, care for the family, especially when chey
have small children, and gaining more religious knowledge arc more
important than outside employment and a career. However, as they
point out, there are ocher categories of women who similarly opt not
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co work outside the house when they have small children and for whom
immc:1terial, religious values are more imporranr than paid employment,
yet they arc nor similarly targeted.
4. THE SHIFT TO SUBJECTIVE FEELINGS
Although references to Muslim women's subjugation were common in
public debate, they were not the most central argument used in
parliamentary deliberations. In that case concerns about security and
communication were the most prevalent. Already in the 2003 case at
rhe Amsterdam school security risks and problems with communication
were used as objective grounds ro ban face coverings. Both Wilders
and the right-wing liberal party had noc agreed with the new cabinet's
plans for functional bans and came with their own proposals co implement a general ban on face covering. Yee whereas Wile.Iers used Islamic
terms and linked wearing a face veil to women's oppression in his
draft law, the right-wing liberal party used the secular term face coverings and focused on covering the face as a security threat when it
proposec.l co change the law on identification in order cu bring about
a general prohibition in all public space." The arguments used
were that people wearing face coverings made camera surveillance far
less effective, and more generally, hindered the dctecrion and prosecution of chose involved in criminal aces, as they made it impossible
for others to recognize, identify or describe them. The implication of
such a position is that people should not have the right to remain
anonymous in public, as they are already a priori constituted as suspects
of criminal aces.
The argument that face coverings formed an objective threat to
security did, however, nor really work for law-making. lt is mie that ic
was mentioned as the only possible legal ground for a general ban in tbc
Commission of Experts' report of 2006, but neither the Durch security
services nor the police nor the public transportation sector supported
this line of argumentation. On the contrary, they generally argued
against such attempts at banning face veils, considering chem irrelevant
(there is no problem with face-veiling women), unnecessary (existing
measures suffice) or even counterproductive (being provocative). The
women themselves by and large considered identification a non-issue.
Whercc:1s they strongly disliked being compared with chose intending to
Ji
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engage in criminal aces, rhey also recognized the need co show one's face
at moments when photographic ID is required, such as when crossing
borders or when engaging in financial transactions. As one of them said,
'l understand that if I want co use my public transportation card, I may
need to show my face. Bue I Jo not understand why I need w do chat for
che remainder of the trip.' Some may prefer to show their face in the
presence of a female officer, but they would generally take a pragmatic
seance and also do so if only a man were available.
Ar che same time, the women strongly objected to the biased way in
which the argument of security was employed. They do not only strongly
oppose the fact that in public debate they are automatically slotted inca
the categories of radical or extremist, because they wear a face veil. The
main issue they raised is chat rather than being the potential perpetrators
of aces of aggression, they are, instead, the targets of violent acts of
ochers. Most of chem had regularly been confronted with people who
scolded, insulted or spat at them, because they were wearing a face veil.
Some also mentioned being physically threatened, with cars attempting
to hit chem, people throwing things at chem or crying co pull off the face
veil. They reported chat especially when politicians had raised the issue
of banning face veils, that people seemed to feel confident or even
entitled co engage in such acts. The fear these forms of violence evoke
is one of che reasons why their families or husbands rried to keep them
from wearing the face veil.
The women responded in a variety of ways: they cried co ignore ic,
speak back, withdraw as much as possible from appearing in public, or
considered moving abroad to a more Islam-friendly environment. Some
use humour to make things easier, 'l was walking with my friend down
town, then you hear them say ninja or zorro, so I said, "watch out for my
ninja-star", everyone laughs, you can also get angry, but these people
arc only ignorant'. Most try not to heed the comments, and point
our chat patience and restraint are Islamic values. But some also admit
that that docs not always work. As a Moroccan-Dutch woman said,
'Sometimes l do a supplication, Ier me be deaf and blind co their
comments. Bur at ocher times, I do not care, I am also proud to be a
Muslim, 1 do not think that because you arc a Muslim, you should Ier
people walk over you. Then I talk back.' Many cry to avoid situations in
which they expect problems. 'Because of security, I cake the car and my
husband rides a bike to work', but some make a point of continuing what
they used co so, 'I was known here in town as the niqabi on a bike'.
Many feel under pressure, of continually having co bear in mind how
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orhers will react co their presence. Talking about the future, they often
discuss the idea of emigrating co an Islamic country ( co do /iijra}, also
because they worry about how their children may be affected negatively
when they grow up.
The 2007 proposal to change the law on identification did, however,
not only focus on security 'in objective terms', it also explicitly referred
co 'subjective feelings of insecurity' as an argument co ban face veiling. A
similar shift from objective obstacles co subjective feelings is evident in
how the term communication has been employed in law-making about
face veiling. When in the 2003 Amsterdam school case, face coverings
were considered an obstacle to communication, this referred co face-toface contact in an educational institution. The main concern was with
problems of sensory perception in educational settings. The February
2008 cabinet letter added the adjective 'open' co 'communication',
bringing in subjective experiences of sociability. ln this letter, the
cabinet considers open communication 'of fundamental importance
for smooth and easy inreraction between people in society. The mu wal
acceptance of difference and commonality emerges when people are
able co gee to know and relate to each other without hindrance . ' Face
coverings are considered a strong obstacle to open communication,
with Islamic face veils also evoking in many 'a feeling of anxiety and

unsarery . 32
{

I

The Explanatory Memorandum co rhe 2012 Draft Law brings together
the tum co subjective feelings of insecurity and the need for open
communication. As this memorandum points out, covering the face
makes ic impossible to gauge someone's intentions, produces a sense of
discomfort and makes people feel 'less at home'. The objective of the
general ban is 'co promote open communication between citizens and to
hamper concealing one's identity'. Postulating chat 'recognizability and
open communication are essential characteristics of our society', ic scares
that what matters is 'not the quantity of the phenomenon, bur its
fundamental incompatibility with the social order in our country'. ln
short, in the course of the last decade, 'objective security' (pertaining co
public order) and identification have been extended to and replaced
by the more all-encompassing notions of 'recognizability' and open
communication, as central for maintaining the social order and
morality. In this way, a stance against face veiling has become a maner
of principle.
1
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Such arguments about communication have often been raken for
granted, also in educational settings, based on the assumption that
non-verbal, visual communication works more directly and is less
'mediated' than verbal interaction. 33 However, this overlooks the face
rhar non-verbal forms of communication arc also learned and chat
facial expressions may reveal as well as conceal one's inner state of
being. Moreover, an argument can also be made that, particularly in
educational settings, what ought co count is the substance of the work
that students present, rather than how they appear in the classroom. In
discussions with university teachers who were in favour of a ban in the
classroom, there was an interesting divergence in the ways in which they
discussed their concrete classroom experiences and how they talked
about face veiling in the abstract. They did nor feel chat face veils
were a serious obstacle co personal face-to-face communication, but
they expressed a strong concern chat face-veiling students refused 'to
accept our values', that they did not want 'ro make an effort to integrate
in society' and chat they 'purposely and provocatively set themselves
apart'.14 ln other words, face veiling is not so much a technical obstacle
to communication, but produces a feeling of discomfort.
The women themselves point to the importance of context when
discussing the effects of face veiling in public spaces. They differentiate
between forms of face-to-face interaction and more generally appearing
in public space. In the case of face-co-face interaction, they often express
their awareness that face veiling may make communication more difficult, and point out that both parties need co make ic work. Many
recognized that they also need co try co defuse the sense of discomfort
their counterparts may experience, such as, for example, by immediately
greeting others. As one of chem, who had been told by her physician that
her niqab frightened the ocher patients, explained, 'When I seep into the
office, l always greet everyone politely, good morning, good afternoon.
Everyone always returns my greetings. I keep my hands in sight, so they
can see rhem and do not need co worry, what is she doing there. My eyes

me visible. 1 speak loud and clearly Durch co my children, even
exaggerating it a bic, so they can easily understand me.'
Talking about simply being present in public space, their cake is
different. In that case they again eend co focus on the double standards
they are confronted with. They recognize chat their veiled appearance in
public may create for some a sense of discomfort and discourage communication. Bue they also point out that there is a wide range of sartorial
pmcciccs, forms of hody language or behaviour char does not invite open
communication, such as wearing sunglasses, especially reflecting ones
chat make it impossible to 'look each ocher in che eye', or may cause a
sense of discomfort for others, Ic is, however, only in the case of face
veiling that such feelings become a ground for legislation. lr is no
surprise then that many expressed nostalgia for chose days in which
different ways of appearing in public were celebrated as evidence of
Dutch open-mindedness and tolerance. When they speak about the
Netherlands, they also consider ic their country, bur they regret that
'the Netherlands as it used co be, where people were free to live their
own lives' is rapidly disappearing. 'The Netherlands, as I know it, is the
country where you are allowed to be who you arc, as long as you do
not bother ochers, and I do noc do that'. The Moroccan-Dutch women
were as outspoken about this as were the Dutch converts. As one of chem
said, 'The neighbourhood where I live is, as they say, a Moroccan
neighbourhood. l am only living here because it is close co che
Islamic school. They consider me there too Dutch. That is because
I want my children in bed on time, I want them to eat whatever I
have prepared for chem, and if other children bother us, I go and
ralk to their mothers. Look, the Dutch mentality is much closer tu
Islam than the traditional Moroccan mentality. Do not bother ocher
people, for instance.' Another woman succinctly expressed her stance
as, 'I consciously choose ro wear a niqab, I say, let me do my thing, this is
the Netherlands!'
5. CONCLUSJON

11 Yet, non-verbal fo= ofcornmumcnuon arc ,11<;<;, 1 ....nmed; the\' tnU\' reveal as well ,i., conceal. Sec
also the 2000 ruling ui the Equal Treaunent Comnussion, mcnuoned before. For mun: on this
case. sec Herrera and Moors (2003 ).
1-1 These quotnrions are from discussions with those teach in)? m depnrtmcnrs whcr.. one or two facen•ilmi: students were present. \X1hcn talk mi: al-our thi;, 1s,11c m the absrmcr, some wou kl pouu to
focc veilmë tl> :111 obstacle w commurucauon. Tho-e who ,1cw,1lly had focc-,•cilml! students m
class, J,d n,1t complain about such direct problems 111 comruumcauon, bui mihcr u-ed à
culruralist vocabularv, pornurur m ~ sense of discomforr.

To understand the very rapid and extreme shift in policy making about
face coverings in the Netherlands, the historical contextual needs robe
taken into account. The cum from guest workers co Muslims (scarring in
the 1980s), the shift from the red (communise) to chc green (lslamic)
threat ( 1989), and the emergence of the notion oflslam as an obstacle co
integration (starting in the l 990s), all preceded the turnabout of rhc
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early 2000s. This culruralization of policies chcn gained force with che
rapid growth of anti-Islam neo-nationalist parties and movements (lcd
by Fortuyn, Verdook and Wilders) chat also affected mainstream politics
both in substance and style. It is within this context chat arguments
about face covering as a threat co security and an obstacle to communication shifted from 'objective problems' co 'subjective feelings',
converging in an emphasis on a generalized 'sense of discomfort'. With
integration increasingly defined in assimilationist terms, the call for the
production of a strong Dutch identity became increasingly vocal. The
hypervisibility of face-veiling women made chem a highly convenient
target for those politicians who wanted to show their support for such a
strong Dutch identity and chcir willingness to set limits ro behaviour,
35
which had now come to be labelled as deviant.
Although policy makers used and still use a secular language co restrict
face veiling - employing the term face coverings rather than face veils or
niqab - ic is hard to overlook that what mattered most was that the
actors were Muslim women. To define face veils as a symbol or cool of
women's subordination, Islam is the missing link. Such an association of
face veiling with women's subordination can be traced to a colonial
discourse that considered veiling as the most visible symbol of Muslim
women's oppression by their own men (Ahmed l 982; Yegenoglu 1998).
Whereas the notion char face coverings produce subjective feelings of
insecurity and discomfort may seem a neutral observation, its framing in
relation co radical or fundamentalist Islam and women's active refusal co
accept Dutch values, indicate that also these arguments are intrinsically
linked w the face that the actors are Muslim women.
Whcre.1s participants in political debate hold strong views on face
veiling, they also often admit that chey have no idea about the backgrounds and motivations of the women concerned.Î'' Turning to the
women's narratives, striking differences with the perspectives presented
in public and political debates are evident. Face-veiling women emphasize char they engage in this sartorial practice because they consider it
religiously recommended if not obligatorv practice. Yet whereas their
motivations arc religiously grounded (in more multilayered ways than is
recognized in public debate), their arguments against a ban on face

veiling fir very well in a liberal-secular discourse, that includes the
free,Jom of religion, support for human rights anti the rejection of
Jiscrimination. Their main hone of contention is the use of double
standards. When 'objective security' is discussed, no attention is
paid co the fact that face-veiling women are not rhc perpetrators of
violent: acts, hue instead are its targeted victims. When women's oppression is discussed, there is no recognition of the face chat rather
chan being forced co cover, they arc far more often prohibited from
doing so, by their own families as well as by state institutions. Discussions
about subjective feelings of security and discomfort do not only
overlook how political debates affect their feelings of securiry, but such
discussions are also strongly biased, as only particular kinds of feelings of
discomfort are deemed legitimate and worthy of legislative action, while
ochers are nor. Ic is evident that there are others who do not 'participate
in society', who obviously do not wam to communicate, and who
produce a sense of discomfort through their style of dress, yet they arc
not similarly targeted.
Public and political debates about face veiling then are contestations about the definition of Dutchncss. Face-veiling women - both
Moroccan-Dutch women who have grown up in the Netherlands,
and ethnically Dutch new Muslims - highlight the fact that they arc
also pare of the Durch nation. Politicians have carved out new strong
notions of Dutchness in opposition w the older pillarizcd system and
co 'multicultural tolerance', resulting in a strongly normative secularism, with a ban on face coverings as a matter of principle. Faceveiling women, in contrast, Jo not position themselves in opposition
to these traditions, but employ elements of both discourses, arguing
for the right to practise their religion in orthodox ways and for rhc
right co present an alternative lifestyle in public, while simultaneously pointing co the desirability of pragmatic solutions. Rather than
placing themselves outside of the folds of the Dutch nation, this is
what being Dutch means co them.
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In Moors (2C09a) I hnve shown that m mosr cases (except for ihe 2003 case) pohucrans sraned
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